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1. Introduction
1.1. Trends in Pallet Usage
It is well known that the six basic functions of logistics are transportation, storage,
packaging, cargo handling, distribution processing, and information processing. But it is often
overlooked that pallets have been serving as the foundation for all those functions, which means
increase in efficiency and decrease in cost of using pallets, translates directly into better
logistics efficiency.
The history of modern pallet started in Europe around 1920, when it was still called by other
names such as ‘skid’. During those times, other types of packing such as wooden crates, barrels,
kegs and cardboard boxes were mainly used. Pallets gained increased popularity when the
forklift was invented around the same time, and more so when a bottom plank was added to the
design, enabling stacking(1). From there, pallets became an important tool to gain logistics
advantage, which was crucial to any country, during the World Wars.
The use of pallet in Japan developed mainly after the World War II, when they were
introduced by the United States Army. Before long, local production of forklifts started in Japan
and industrial standard for wooden flat pallets was developed in 1958. The Japan Pallet
Association was founded in 1964(2). The popularity of pallets is proved by the number of pallets
being used nowadays: 5 billion worldwide and 500 million in Japan and is expected to continue
to grow exponentially(3). Figure 1.1 shows the estimated growth of the revenue of the pallet
market worldwide from 2019 to 2027.

Figure 1.1 Revenue of the pallet market worldwide from 2019 to 2027 (Source: Statista, 2021)

As pallets gained increasing recognition, pallets of different shapes and materials have been
developed. Pallets have been made of wood for a long time, but recently plastics pallets have
increased in popularity along with those made of metal and paper related materials. Flat pallets
to be used with forklifts are still the majority of pallets, but different shapes of pallets such as
box pallet, roll box pallet, post pallets etc. have been developed to suit the different needs.
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Moreover, the design details and the exact dimensions of the same type of pallets differ in a
wide range.
Pallets are essential tools in today’s logistics, and is a potential solution for standardization,
supporting modal shift and manpower efficiency, as defined in Comprehensive Distribution
Policy Principles 2021-2025 by Japan Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
(MLIT), Chapter 2: Measures against labor shortage and promotion of structural reform of
logistics (logistics friendly to the persons in charge)(4).
However, efficient management is needed to maximize the benefits and minimize the waste
of utilizing pallets. Pallet management starts from choosing the pallet system (purchasing or
renting) and deciding the type of pallet. It also includes storage, loading and discharging, repair
and sanitization. The followings are a few of the many problems facing the logistics society
right now.
1. Inappropriate cargo loading and handling can damage the cargo and the pallets
themselves. Moreover, pallets can be lost due to theft and idle pallets need to be properly
stored. In Japan alone, where there are an estimated 500 million of pallets in use, around
20 million of new pallets are required every year(5).
2. When the ownership of pallets between the sender and receiver of goods are different,
the goods already loaded on pallets have to be shifted again onto another owner’s
pallets, which are also wasteful actions in the supply chain(6). This also defeats the goal
of intermodal palletization and unit-load system, which is one of the main aims of
palletization.
3. After pallets are used to transport goods, what to do with the empty pallets afterwards
have to be considered. Most companies want their pallet back, and if they do not have
any backhaul planned, it will result in deadhead trucking, which means a trip back
without any cargos but just empty pallets. Moreover, it takes time to discharge the cargo
from the pallets, which causes waiting time for the return trip. Some systems to avoid
this have been developed:
a. Direct interchange systems in which the two sender and receiver of goods agree
on the quality and type of pallets. The receiver will prepare the number of empty
pallets equal to that used for delivering, and the sender will load them and carry
them back after the cargo has been discharged.
b. Postponed interchange systems in which the sender and receiver of goods agree
on a record system and time limit to delay the return of pallets. In these kinds of
systems, the receiver will first issue vouchers to the sender, and return the pallets
later, within the time limit(7). These are workarounds but do not actually address
the problem at its root.

1.2. Introduction of Rental Pallets
The authors would like to introduce pallet rental services or pallet pooling as a potential
solution to the aforementioned problems and better logistics efficiency. Pallet pooling is a form
of sharing economy. Earliest pallet pooling attempts can be traced to the era of World War II.
Deserving a mention is Commonwealth Handling Equipment Pool (CHEP), which originates
from the Allied Materials Handling Standing Committee, developed by the Australian
government to provide efficient handling of defence supplies during World War II. After World
War II, the US Army leaves behind a wealth of materials handling equipment at their military
2

bases in Australia. The Australian government combines this asset base with existing
infrastructure to form the Commonwealth Handling Equipment Pool, or CHEP(8).
For the problems mentioned in Chapter 1.1, if rental pallets are used:
1. Rental pallets are expected to be used for a longer time, so they are more often of tougher
designs and materials such as plastics. And the user does not need to be concerned about
the maintenance such as repairing and sanitization, and their storage when not in use.
2. The logistics waste of pallet transferring can be reduced if both parties are using rental
pallets from the same provider(9). Figure 1.2 shows the conventional supply chain
without using rental pallets. When the goods are delivered from maker (A, B, C) to
retailer (A, B, C), the retailer will have to transfer the goods to their own pallets before
proceeding. Figure 1.3 shows the supply chain when using rental pallets or a joint
collection system. If the makers and retailers are using the same pallet rental service, it
will manage the delivery of pallets to the start of the supply chain and the recollection
of pallets at the end of the supply chain (joint collection system), to the most convenient
or nearest depot. And there will be no need of unnecessary pallet transfer in the middle.
3. Pallet rental services can also reduce deadhead trucking. Transporting pooled pallets
can make a load of empty pallets profitable. Some pallet pooling providers will pay a
flat fee for companies to transport empty pooled pallets to the pallet pooling service’s
depot or another location, turning a deadhead leg into profit(10). Moreover, If the makers
and retailers are using the same rental pallet provider, the sender’s truck can proceed to
the next destination (from A to B and B to C) instead of carrying back empty pallets.
This reduces logistics waste and improves route planning efficiency.

Figure 1.2 Supply chain without pallet rental service (Source: JPR Corporation)
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Figure 1.3 Supply chain using pallet rental service (Source: JPR Corporation)

These are probably some of the main reasons why rental pallets are becoming increasingly
popular nowadays. Using rental pallets can reduce cost, improve logistics efficiency, and also
gives more flexibility, as some rental services offer rental pallets for a short time (starting from
10 days) and for small quantities (starting from 50 pallets)(11), in addition to the aforementioned
benefits.
While one can expect such benefits when using rental pallets over purchased pallets, more
work is needed to accurately compare the two systems and deciding which one to use because
renting pallets also have their own disadvantages.
Basically, when renting pallets, the company will not own any assets and it is deemed to be
more expensive than buying them. This is true when the pallets are used for a short term(12). But
when long-term costs related to pallets, other than just the purchasing and renting costs, are
considered, there is a break-even point of usage time, when renting pallets becomes more cost
efficient than buying them. This research will be focusing on comparing the long-term cost
between the two systems.

4

1.3. Research Purpose
Following the discussions made in the previous section, this research aims to make the
decision of choosing between purchased pallet and rental pallet easier. Factors influencing the
decision, present and future economic trends will be discussed. Also, global and Japanese local
problems in the logistics industry, which can be alleviated by the improvement of efficiency by
optimal pallet usage will be explored.
In this study, a mathematical model which will compare the different costs related to the
usage of different pallet system is developed. Using the model, trends of the cost under specific
conditions are studied. It is assumed that purchasing pallets has a higher initial upfront cost and
operating cost, but it can be more cost-effective in the long term, compared to renting pallets.
The turning point, which is the exact length of usage time up to when renting pallets are more
cost effective will be mathematically calculated. The change in this turning point caused by the
change in some conditions of interest will be analyzed.
From the results obtained from the model, the better choice of pallet system in each different
condition is found out, along with the effect of each condition on the cost, and the trend of cost.
This study aims to fill the gap of making an informed and calculated decision between using
purchased pallets and rental pallets. By doing so and contributing to an easier and more accurate
choice of the more suitable pallet system, the authors aim to contribute to the progress of
palletizing, intermodal palletization and increase in logistics efficiency.

5

1.4. Thesis Structure
In this research, chapter 1 discusses the background and trends in pallet usage and the current
challenges in the field. In addition, the adoption of pallet rental systems and their characteristics
is discussed. The chapter then explores the purpose of the study carried out in this paper.
Chapter 2 will discuss about the literature related to pallet systems and their impacts,
focusing on rental pallet system. The following aspects are focused: economic impacts,
environmental impacts and SDGs, intermodal palletization, emerging technology in pallet
cargo operations and the impact on working environment. In addition, the usage of one-way
pallet, which is another type of pallet usage, is discussed. Moreover, usage status of pallets in
Japan is explored in detail.
Chapter 3 explains the theoretical background of the model constructed and used in this
study. It introduces the structure of the model, the assumptions made, and the equations and
symbols used for calculation. And then the chapter explains the data input into the model for
this paper, and the calculations made.
In chapter 4, the results obtained from the model through sensitivity analysis are explored.
The resulting trends are discussed and evaluated.
Chapter 5 discusses about conclusions and suggestions for future studies. Brief conclusions
on the literature background and findings from the model are discussed. Then, suggestions on
how the research can be continued and improved will be presented.
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2. Literature on Pallet Systems and Their Impacts
Even with the increasing usage and popularity of pallets, there are still many aspects about
pallets left to be studied and scientific literature is still limited, especially for the Japan region.
Some of the reasons for this might be the fact that the logistic industry is particularly complex
with each field having its own uniqueness, and that most of the industry data is not generally
available to the public and researchers. Some of the available literatures will be introduced.
Elia V. and Gnoni M. (2015) did a literature review about pallet management and classified
them into 3 main issues(7):
1. the product design problem: studies regarding the material and design of pallets, with
the aim of improving the durability and reducing the weight and environmental burdens.
Nippon Express has developed styrofoam pallets that weights around 25% of a plastic
pallet(13). Lighter pallets mean more efficient transportation, cargo handling and less
burden on the workers, especially for women and elders.
2. the pallet loading problem: studies regarding the optimal loading level of a pallet in
order to optimize its warehouse and transportation costs. As each individual goods and
its package comes in different dimensions, loading them onto pallets takes a different
approach each time. The optimal loading layout is required to maximize the benefit of
palletization. In recent years, robotic systems that will automatically pick each package,
decide the most optimal place and orientation to place it, and perform the task, have
been developed and used(14).
3. the pallet logistic system design problem: designing the supply chain when using pallets
is usually complex as it could involve both direct and reverse flows. There are studies
related to the average usage time of pallets, and their economical and environmental
effects. Since this study is closely related to this issue, it will be discussed in more
details.
Ren et al. (2019)(15) stated that the most common and widely accepted pallet management
systems include extensive management of pallets (EMP), transfer of pallet’s ownership (TPO),
and pallet rent (PR). The paper addresses mainly on how to help pallet managers choose a
certain kind of PMS from the perspective of supply chain cost.
2.1. Rental Pallet System
The opinion from the perspective of cost of rental pallet systems compared to purchased
pallet systems are divided.
Ray et al. (2006) studied about 13 large pallet-using grocery companies in various regions
of the United States and stated that rental pallets are on average more costly to the customers(16).
Doungpattra et al. (2012) studied the costs related to pallets and concluded that the best
practice depends on the nature and speed of the flow of goods(17).
Roy et al. (2016) studied existing industry strategies for managing pallets, (single-use
expendable pallets, buy/sell programs, and leased pallet pooling programs), by analyzing and
comparing using push and pull inventory control policies. For the base case, the single-use
expendable pallet approach presents the least cost of all strategies, but the leased pallet pooling
programs outperform the buy/sell programs in terms of total cost. The strategy which is most
7

attractive differs with respect to pallet cost, salvage cost, dwell fees, effective issue fees,
retention rates, and transportation costs(18).
From the above, it can be concluded that the most cost-effective pallet system depends on
the conditions in which a company will use the pallets. Therefore, the authors decided a simple
mathematical model is needed, which will help decide the better pallet system, based on the
conditions.
2.2. Environmental Impacts and SDGs
In recent years, Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) has gained increasing popularity
and attention. They are worth discussing, especially with the worsening global environment.
Below are the goals and targets related to the usage of pallets(19), and respective discussions:
1. Workforce diversification and improvement of working conditions
a. Goal 8: decent work and economic growth; target 8.2: achieve higher levels of
economic productivity through diversification, technological upgrading and
innovation, including through a focus on high-value added and labor-intensive
sectors; target 8.5: achieve full and productive employment and decent work
for all women and men, including for young people and persons with
disabilities, and equal pay for work of equal value
On the field logistics work can be labor-intensive; cargo loading, discharging,
and walking long distances during picking etc. This can be one of the obstacles
preventing the diversification of the workforce, which is a big problem
especially for fields and countries lacking manpower. Increasing use of pallets
combined with forklifts can reduce the physical burden on workers. This can
open up new and better work opportunities for all women and men and alleviate
the lack of manpower.
2. Improve consumption efficiency and reduce environmental damage
a. Goal 8: decent work and economic growth; target 8.4: improve global resource
efficiency in consumption and production and endeavor to decouple economic
growth from environmental degradation
b. Goal 9: industry, innovation and infrastructure; target 9.4: upgrade
infrastructure and retrofit industries to make them sustainable, with increased
resource-use efficiency and greater adoption of clean and environmentally
sound technologies and industrial processes
c. Goal 12: responsible consumption and production; target 12.5: substantially
reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse
d. Goal 15: life on land; target 15.1: ensure the conservation, restoration and
sustainable use of terrestrial and ecosystems and their services, in particular
forests
Growth of economy is synonymous with the growth of the logistics industry.
As the logistics market grows and more efficiency is pursued, the demand of
pallets rises. Wood and plastic are currently the main materials being used for
pallet manufacturing and their effects on the environment have to be considered.
8

Moreover, recent studies showed that using rental pallet also have preferable
ecological advantages over purchased pallet and other pallet systems.
Kobayashi (2008) studied the effect of pallet usage on environment. In the
research, the effects on global warming and air pollution were studied by
calculating the resources used and waste generated throughout the life cycle by
life cycle assessment (LCA) method using LIME index. The study stated that
(1) using rental services put less burden on the environment compared to using
purchased pallets, for both wooden and plastic pallets, (2) using plastic pallets
have lower effect on the environment for both rental pallet and purchased
pallet(20).
Similarly, Japan Pallet Rental Corporation (JPR) did a joint research with
Associate Professor Kurokawa (at the time) from TUMSAT in 2007, about the
environmental burden comparison between using purchased pallet and rental
pallet from JPR. The research calculated the life cycle CO2 of three stages
related to pallets: production, usage and disposal. Based on the joint research,
Kanso Technos Co., Ltd. did a recalculation with the data from 2020,
supervised by Professor Kurokawa. The results showed that using rental pallet
and joint collection system can reduce life cycle CO2 by around 76% (430,000
t per year). This is equal to the CO2 absorption amount per year of 30,790,000
cedar trees(21). The reasons are because (1) less transportation is needed to
retrieve empty pallets from the delivery destination and they can be returned to
a depot nearby, (2) proper management and maintenance of pallets can achieve
a longer pallet service life and reduce pallet loss, (3) using pallet rental services
can reduce the total amount of pallets needed(22).
Following is Japan’s roadmap to tackle the challenge of climate change,
which is marked by three key milestones. Firstly, Japan’s commitment under
the United Nations Climate Change Convention to reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by 26% from 2013 levels by 2030. The second milestone is
to promote the development of innovative technologies by 2050 that enable
Japan to contribute to the reduction in accumulated atmospheric CO2 globally
to “Beyond Zero”. The third and most ambitious milestone unveiled by Prime
Minister Suga Yoshihide on October 26, 2020, calls for Japan to achieve net
zero GHG emissions by 2050. This bold pledge sets Japan on a course to
become Carbon Neutral in 30 years(23).

2.3. One-way Pallets
One-way pallets or disposable pallets occupy a strange role in the pallet category. They
usually have more minimal designs, which result in less material needed and less cost to
produce. They are usually favored for supply chains ending overseas or far away, because they
do not need to be sanitized before using, and there is less worry of damage. In such cases, return
trips are also more costly so companies usually plan the pallets to be disposed after they reach
their destinations. However, there are services that retrieve supposedly one-way pallets and
resell or recycle them.
9

Even though they might be cheaper, the reusability of one-way pallets is definitely inferior
to rental pallets and can result in more environmental pollutions. Moreover, their characteristics
are somewhat similar to purchased pallets, so they will not be considered in the model used in
this research.

2.4. Role of Pallets in Japan and Current Status
As introduced in above, Japan started using domestically produced pallets in 1945 and in
1964, the Japan Pallet Association was founded. During the years from 1970 to 1990, various
Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) for pallets were decided and surveys related to usage of
pallets conducted.
Regarding pallet pooling, the idea was first received in the country around 1952. From there,
it was realized that one unified size of pallet is necessary for efficient pallet pooling. In 1970,
the standard size for pallet pooling was determined (JIS Z0601). It is called T11 type and has
the dimension of 1100𝑚𝑚 × 1100𝑚𝑚 × 144𝑚𝑚(24).
Figure 2.1 shows the recent trend in pallet manufacturing and Figure 2.2 shows the recent
trend in number of pallets used by pallet rental services. From these, it can be seen that although
there is no notable trend in the total production numbers, the pallet rental market has been
growing consistently over the years.

Figure 2.1 Number of pallets manufactured in Japan by year (Source: JPA)
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Figure 2.2 Number of pallets used by pallet rental services in Japan by year (Source: JPA)

2.4.1. Intermodal Palletization
One of the most apparent issues related to the usage of pallet in Japan is unifying the pallet
size used, which is crucial for Intermodal palletization. Even though the standard pallet size for
pallet pooling has been decided by the Japanese Industrial Standards, its usage is still low
compared to other countries. Two reasons can be considered for this situation:
1. Many Japanese companies consider pallet as a storage tool, rather than a transportation
tool. When pallets were first used in the country, they were made of wood. Since wood
is expensive in Japan, the price of wooden pallets were high and logistics managers
hated the extra costs incurred by pallet losses. This led to pallets being considered as a
tool used within one’s own facilities, rather than an intermodal transportation tool
providing better efficiency for all(25).
2. The culture of Japanese people and companies to customize products to fit their own
optimal needs. Also owing to the reason introduced above, after pallets were introduced
into Japan from foreign countries, Japanese companies proceeded to alter the design and
size of the pallets to better suit their own needs. This partial optimization is good for the
efficiency of each company, but hazardous to the aim of standardizing pallet size for
intermodal palletization, aimed at improving efficiency for everyone(26).
To improve pallet standardization, (1) standardization of sizes and (2) acceleration of usage
by the companies has to be considered.
(1) As mentioned above, the standard size for pallet pooling, T11 type, has been determined by
JIS since 1970. But, before then, there were already many other standard sizes in use. The width
and height restrictions of roads can also decide the pallet size used. Moreover, the common
modes of transport also determines the common sizes of pallets. The standard sizes of pallet in
Japan along with those used in other countries can be seen in Figure 2.3(27). It can be understood
that there are some countries with just 1 or 2 standard sizes, and some countries with many
11

standard sizes, like Japan. When the industries already use one pallet size, they find it hard to
change to a different one, even if it means better efficiency for everyone.
A well-known example of such a case is the P-Pallet Common Users Association. The
association promotes the common usage of “Beer Type 9 plastic pallets”, which has a
dimension of 900𝑚𝑚 × 1100𝑚𝑚 and is commonly used for liquor and drinks, and mainly
beer. The association has 126 associated companies as of January 2022(28). This kind of industry
unification maybe beneficial for the said industry but can be detrimental to the standard
unification for the whole country.

Figure 2.3 Standard pallet sizes based on country (Source: TSK Corporation)
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According to the survey conducted in 2021 by Japan Association for Logistics and
Transport, T11 type is used by more than 50% of the companies (Entering warehouse: 60%,
Storage: 53%, Departing warehouse: 61%). This is a comparatively small percentage compared
to other countries and to promote intermodal palletization.
(2) As for acceleration of usage by the companies, there has been numerous plans and measures
conducted. According to the report by the Japan Industrial Vehicles Association, some of the
problems that has been inhibiting the progress of intermodal palletization for a long time
include: (i) Loss of pallets (around 20%), (ii) decrease in loading efficiency for certain goods
and (iii) the problem of collecting empty pallets(25).
As explained in Chapter 1, using pallet rental services can alleviate (i) and (iii), because
when using rental pallets, companies no longer have the need to own and manage them. Pallet
rental services also have better facilities, practice and knowhows concerning inventory
management and maintenance of large amounts of pallets. Due to this, they can also prevent
pallet loss better and achieve higher pallet retrieval rates compared to typical companies. JPR
has been found to be able to achieve pallet retrieval rate of 99.2% (2020, PT-11 Type)(22).
Pallet pooling can also promote unifying the pallet sizes, and thus help improve
standardization. Figure 2.4 shows the trend in change of the proportion of wooden flat pallets
used by rental services and Figure 2.5 shows that of plastic flat pallets respectively. While T11
size used in plastics pallets maintain a high ratio of above 80%, the ratio of T11 pallets in
wooden pallets have been decreasing over the years, recently around 50%(29).

Figure 2.4 Proportion of wooden flat pallets used by rental services (Source: JPA)
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Figure 2.5 Proportion of plastic flat pallets used by rental services (Source: JPA)

This can be assumed to be the fact that the major material of pallets used by rental services
has been shifting from wood to plastics, as shown by Figure 2.6(29). A high trend in the T11 size
of pallets used by rental services can contribute to the progress of pallet size unification, as
more companies use their services.

Figure 2.6 Trend in the material of pallets used by rental services (Source: JPA)
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2.4.2. Working Environment Improvement and Future Technology
In addition to the logistics issues and SDGs that are relevant globally, Japan faces its own
unique issues related to logistics. Comprehensive Distribution Policy Principles 2021-2025 by
MLIT, outlines the goals and direction the nation is going to take. Some of them include: (1)
measures against the declining population and diminishing workforce, (2) realization of Society
5.0 and Digital Transformation (DX), (3) realization of SDGs and (4) making logistics
infrastructure more resilient to disasters and pandemics(4).
(1) With the declining birthrate and aging population in the background, there is a serious lack
of logistics workers, especially truck drivers. This and inefficiencies in the logistic industry
result in longer work hours and harder working environments for the workers, which in turn
make working in the logistics industry unattractive for those who are finding a job(30). To solve
these issues, the combined effort to reduce inefficiencies from all stakeholders is required.
MLIT has also started a white logistic movement for this purpose(31).
(2) Society 5.0 is defined as a society where we can resolve various social challenges by
incorporating the innovations of the fourth industrial revolution (e.g., IoT, big data, AI, robot,
and the sharing economy) into every industry and social life. It aims to provide people with
only the products and services in the amounts and at the time needed(32). For this society,
efficient and smart logistics will be an essential and important foundation. Palletizing goods
and introducing forklifts eases the physical burden on logistic workers. This potentially opens
up more job positions and better working environments to women, elders, and younger people.
Recently motor assisted hand forklifts have been developed. They do not require extensive
training like conventional forklifts, and also easier to use than non-assisted hand forklifts.
Palletizing also have big effects on increasing cargo handling efficiency, which can reduce
delays for truck drivers.
Palletizing can also facilitate unit-load system, which enable new possibilities for robotic
and automated cargo handling. Robotic arm systems, Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV),
unmanned transportation and drone logistics are a few of the promising future technologies.
Another major field needing improvements is data visualization and information
management. For this, Japan needs to progress from physical paperwork to digital systems. For
example, paper vouchers need to be replaced by Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) systems.
Efficient management of pallets can be achieved with technologies such as Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) combined with Warehouse Management Systems (WMS).
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3. Methodology
3.1. Outline of the Mathematical Model
The basic costs related to using pallets for delivering goods from node A to B, in a supply
chain will be compared, for using: (1) Purchased pallet and (2) Rental pallet. It is assumed that
there is a constant pallet demand D, and cargo loading at 𝐴 (from empty pallets, 𝐴′ to loaded
pallets, 𝐴) and unloading at 𝐵 (from loaded pallets, 𝐵 to empty pallets, 𝐵′) are done every day.
𝑇𝐴 , 𝑇′𝐴 , 𝑇𝐵 , 𝑇′𝐵 are the average holding times at each point respectively. Time required per trip
𝑇𝑡 , and transportation cost per trip 𝐶𝑡 are assumed to be the same for both cases.

Table 3.1 Symbols and terms used in the model
Name

Symbol

pallet demand

D

Unit
pallet/day

average holding time

𝑇𝐴 , 𝑇′𝐴 , 𝑇𝐵 , 𝑇′𝐵

day

Time required per trip

𝑇𝑡

day

Transportation cost per trip

𝐶𝑡

yen

transportation cost for delivery during time 𝑇𝑡

𝐶𝑇

yen

time interval between delivery trips

𝑓

day

time interval between return trips

𝑓′

day

Pallet cost

𝑃𝐶

yen/day

Transportation cost

𝑇𝐶

yen/day

Storage cost

𝑆𝐶

yen/day

total cost associated with using purchased pallet

𝐶𝑃,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

yen/day

total cost associated with using rental pallet

𝐶𝑅,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

yen/day

pallet usage cost

𝐶𝑃

yen/pallet/day

pallet rental fee
average storage and transportation time required
from A to B and back to A
average storage and transportation time required
from A to B
warehouse rental cost per unit area

𝐶𝑅

yen/pallet/day

𝑇𝑃

day

𝑇𝑅

day

𝐶𝑆

yen/m2/day

surface area of pallet

𝑆

m2/pallet

number of pallets per stack

𝑛

unitless

𝐵𝑇 ′ , 𝐵𝑇 ′

average holding time for buffer stock
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day

3.1.1. Model for Purchased Pallet
When using purchased pallet, the empty pallets are to be returned to the initial loading point,
node A, thus requiring a return trip as depicted in Figure 3.1. The delivery trips have intervals
of 𝑓 and return trips have intervals of 𝑓 ′ respectively.

Delivery trip
Delivery interval: f, Time required: Tt

Cargo
loading

Loaded
A

Loaded
B

Node A

Node B

Empty
A'

Empty
B'

Cargo
unloading

Return Trip
Delivery interval: f', Time required: T t

Figure 3.1 Model for using purchased pallet

3.1.2. Model for Rental Pallet
When using rental pallet, the required number of pallets can be ordered to node A to be
delivered at the required time. After being used to carry goods to node B, the pallets are
retrieved by the rental service at a convenient time as depicted in Figure 3.2. For simplicity, it
is assumed that 𝑇′𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇′𝐵 are negligible.

Delivery trip
Delivery interval: f, Time required: Tt

Cargo
loading

Loaded
A

Loaded
B

Node A

Node B

Empty
A'

Empty
B'

Delivery from Rental Depot

Cargo
unloading

Retrieval by Rental Depot

Figure 3.2 Model for using rental pallet
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3.2. Mathematical Equations
The total costs are compared in units of ‘yen per day’ at any given time. The total cost
associated with using pallets will be summarized as follows:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑃𝐶 + 𝑇𝐶 + 𝑆𝐶

(1)

where PC is the pallet cost,
TC is the transportation cost,
SC is the storage cost
Each cost will be broken down differently for purchased pallet and rental pallet.

3.2.1. Equations for Purchased Pallet
The pallet cost when using purchased pallet can be defined as:
𝑃𝐶𝑃 =

𝐶𝑃 × 𝐷 × 𝑇𝑃

(2)

where 𝑃𝐶𝑃 is the pallet cost when using purchased pallet, which is calculated by the
purchasing price and service life,
𝐶𝑃 is pallet usage cost,
𝐷 is the pallet demand,
𝑇𝑃 is the average storage and transportation time required from A to B and back to A

The transportation cost when using purchased pallet can be explained by the following
equations.
Transportation cost for delivery during time 𝑇𝑡 is defined as:
𝐶𝑇 =

𝑇𝑡
× 𝐶𝑡
𝑓

where 𝐶𝑇 is the transportation cost for delivery during time 𝑇𝑡
𝑇𝑡 is the time required per trip,

𝑓 is the time interval between delivery trips,
𝐶𝑡 is the transportation cost per trip
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(3)

Transportation cost for return during time 𝑇𝑡 is defined as:
𝐶𝑇′ =

𝑇𝑡
× 𝐶𝑡
𝑓′

(4)

where 𝐶𝑇′ is the transportation cost for return during time 𝑇𝑡 ,
𝑓′ is the time interval between return trips
When using purchased pallets, the total transportation cost is the sum of costs for delivery
and return trips. The total transportation cost when using purchased pallet can be
mathematically calculated as:
𝑇𝐶𝑃 =

𝐶𝑇 𝐶𝑇′
+
𝑇𝑡
𝑇𝑡

(5)

𝑇𝐶𝑃 =

𝐶𝑡 𝐶𝑡
+
𝑓 𝑓′

(6)

where 𝑇𝐶𝑃 is the transportation cost when using purchased pallet
To calculate storage costs when using purchased pallets, the time stored will be taken as
(𝑇𝐴 + 𝑇 ′𝐴 + 𝑇𝐵 + 𝑇 ′ 𝐵 ), and it will be assumed that the pallets are stored in stacked piles of n
pallets, which is typical for warehouses. The storage cost when using purchased pallet will be
mathematically expressed as follows:
𝐷 × (𝑇𝐴 + 𝑇 ′𝐴 + 𝑇𝐵 + 𝑇 ′ 𝐵 )
𝑆𝐶𝑃 = 𝐶𝑆 × 𝑆 ×
𝑛

(7)

where 𝑆𝐶𝑃 is the storage cost when using purchased pallet,
𝐶𝑆 is the warehouse rental cost per unit area,
𝑆 is the surface area of pallet,
𝑛 is the number of pallets per stack

From equations (1, 2, 6, 7), the total cost associated with using purchased pallet can be
summarized by the following equation:
𝐶𝑃,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

𝑃𝐶𝑃 + 𝑇𝐶𝑃 + 𝑆𝐶𝑃

where 𝐶𝑃,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total cost associated with using purchased pallet
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(8)

3.2.2. Equations for Rental Pallet
The pallet cost when using rental pallet can be defined as:
𝑃𝐶𝑅 =

𝐶𝑅 × 𝐷 × 𝑇𝑅

(9)

where 𝑃𝐶𝑅 is the pallet cost when using rental pallet,
𝐶𝑅 is pallet rental fee,
𝐷 is the pallet demand,
𝑇𝑅 is the average storage and transportation time required from A to B
When using rental pallets, the total transportation cost is only for delivery trips. Similarly to
purchased pallets, the total transportation cost when using rental pallet can be mathematically
calculated as:
𝐶𝑡
𝑇𝐶𝑅 =
(10)
𝑓
where 𝑇𝐶𝑅 is the transportation cost when using rental pallet,
𝐶𝑡 is the transportation cost per trip,

𝑓 is the time interval between delivery trips
To calculate storage costs when using rental pallets, the time stored will be taken as (𝑇𝐴 +
𝑇𝐵 ). The storage cost when using rental pallet will be mathematically expressed as follows:
𝑆𝐶𝑅 = 𝐶𝑆 × 𝑆 ×

𝐷 × (𝑇𝐴 + 𝑇𝐵 )
𝑛

(11)

where 𝑆𝐶𝑅 is the storage cost when using rental pallet,
𝐶𝑆 is the warehouse rental cost per unit area,
𝑆 is the surface area of pallet,
𝑛 is the number of pallets per stack
From equations (1, 9, 10, 11), the total cost associated with using rental pallet can be
summarized by the following equation:
𝐶𝑅,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

𝑃𝐶𝑅 + 𝑇𝐶𝑅 + 𝑆𝐶𝑅

where 𝐶𝑅,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total cost associated with using rental pallet
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(12)

3.2.3. Comparison of the Two Models
Figure 3.3 shows a comparison between the mathematical models of purchased pallet and
rental pallet, based on the 3 different costs.

Total Cost
Transport

Pallet

Cost
Time

Purchased

Rental

Purchasing
price/ Service
life

Rental fee

TA+T'A+
TB+T'B+2Tt

Purchased

Rental

Storage
Purchased

Rental

Same
Both Delivery
Only Delivery
and Return

TA+TB+Tt

TA+T'A+
TB+T'B

Figure 3.3 Comparison of different costs
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TA+TB

3.2.4. Buffer stock
In practical cases, companies have to prepare inventory of more than is estimate needed to
prevent stockouts. This is also true for pallets. This extra inventory is called buffer stock. Figure
3.4 shows an example of the change in stock levels with time.
(Left picture) Assuming that at 𝐴 and 𝐵′, the pallet amount increases at a constant rate due to
loading and unloading, until they are transported to B and 𝐴′ respectively.
(Right picture) Assuming that at 𝐴′ and 𝐵, the pallet amount decreases at a constant rate due to
unloading and loading, until new pallets arrive from 𝐵′ and 𝐴 respectively.
Pallets stored

Pallets stored

𝑓,𝑓’

𝑓,𝑓’

Buffer stock

Buffer stock

Time

Time

For A and B’

For A’ and B
Figure 3.4 Pallets stored vs time

In this condition, the inventory level of the 4 points of interests 𝐴, 𝐴′ , 𝐵 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵′ will be as
follows:
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 time 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 +

𝑇𝐴 = 𝑇𝐵 = 𝐵𝑇 +
𝑇𝐴′ = 𝑇𝐵′ = 𝐵𝑇′ +

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠
2

(13)

𝑓
2
𝑓′
2

where 𝐵𝑇 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵𝑇′ are the average holding times for buffer stock
For simplicity, the calculations done in this research will assume a buffer stock of zero.
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3.3. Data Description
For the calculations done for this research, practical assumed values typical to the field will
be used.
Warehouse rental cost is based on Kanto region of Japan(33).
Surface area of pallet is calculated for T11 type which is the standard for pallet pooling of
Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS Z0601). The pallets are assumed to be stored in stacks of 10,
which means every 10 pallets will only take the storage area of a single pallet.
The purchasing price and rental fee of pallets are taken from Nippon Pallet Pool Co.,Ltd.(34).
Transportation cost is based on the standard fare decided by the Japan Trucking
Association(35).
There are two types of fare tables, one based on distance, and another based on time. The
authors confirmed that distance-based fares as shown in Table 3.2, will be more suitable for our
model. Extra charges will occur for refrigerated vehicles, transportation during weekends and
holidays, transportation during late nights and earlier mornings and for waiting. Basic charges
will be used for the calculation in this research, as shown in Table 3.3. And since the pallet
demand (D) is assumed to be 20, 10 t class of truck which can carry from 16 to 32 sheets of
T11 pallets will be used(36). It is assumed that each transportation trip can carry all pallets at
each node. The relationship between distance and time required per trip will be calculated using
the average truck speed of 30km/hr.
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Table 3.2 Distance-based fare table (Source: Japan Trucking Association)
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Table 3.3 Parameters used in calculation
Variable Name

Symbol

Value

Pallet demand

D

20

Warehouse rental cost

CS

40.40

Surface area of pallet

S

1.21

No. of pallets per stack

n

10

Unit

Remarks

pallet/day
yen/m2/day

Japan, Kanto region

m2/pallet

T11 Type (JISZ0601)

Purchasing price

7000

yen/pallet

Nippon Pallet Pool Co.,Ltd.

Service life

3650

day

10 years

yen/pallet/day

Nippon Pallet Pool Co.,Ltd.

Pallet rental fee

CR

Distance between node A and B

8
30

km

Time required per trip

Tt

0.04

day

Transportation cost per trip

Ct

28120

yen

calculated with average
travel speed of 30km/h
10 ton class

3.4. Computation
The comparison model was structured based on the mathematical equations. Calculations
and visualizations were carried out by applying the above-mentioned values, using Microsoft
Excel, version 2107. Various kinds of sensitivity analysis are performed, and a few significant
results and trends will be discussed in the next chapter.
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4. Results of Sensitivity Analysis
4.1. Cost Breakdown vs Average Holding Time
The authors observed the change in each cost due to the change in the average holding time
of goods, which is denoted by (𝑇𝐴 + 𝑇𝐵 ). The average holding time will be dependent on the
nature of goods and how the company manage their inventory and seasonal demand
fluctuations. It is also one of the most useful metrics used in determining whether the company
should use purchased pallets or rental pallets.
With the increase in average holding time, the pallet cost when using rental pallet (𝑃𝐶𝑅 )
showed a higher increase rate than the pallet cost when using purchased pallet (𝑃𝐶𝑃 ), as shown
in Figure 4.1. Even though initial costs when using purchased pallet is higher, daily usage cost
would be cheaper compared to using rental pallet, in the long term.

Figure 4.1 Pallet cost vs Average holding time

With the increase in average holding time, the transportation cost when using rental pallet
(𝑇𝐶𝑅 ) showed a much higher decrease rate than the transportation cost when using purchased
pallet (𝑇𝐶𝑃 ), as shown in Figure 4.2. Higher average holding time means more time interval
between each trip, which means lower cost. The downward slope in cost is shallow, but 𝑇𝐶𝑃 is
higher than 𝑇𝐶𝑅 at all times, due to the fact that there is no need for return trips in the case of
using rental pallet, which means less transportation cost.
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Figure 4.2 Transportation cost vs Average holding time

With the increase in average holding time both the storage cost when using purchased pallet
(𝑆𝐶𝑃 ) and the storage cost when using rental pallet (𝑆𝐶𝑅 ) increased proportionally with similar
slopes, as shown in Figure 4.3. It is to be noted that a constant value is used for the time interval
between return trips for this research. The variable between the two is the time stored at the
warehouse. Longer storage time when using purchased pallet results in higher storage cost,
compared to using rental pallet.

Figure 4.3 Storage cost vs Average holding time
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As such, for the parameters used in this research, the 3 different pairs of costs showed
different trends with the increase in average holding time, as summarized in Figure 4.4. They
also constitute different proportions of the total costs. Figure 4.5 depicts the proportion of each
cost as a percentage of the total cost when the average holding time is 35 days. For purchased
pallet, transportation cost made up the majority of the total cost at 54.12% and for rental pallet,
pallet cost made up the majority of the total cost at 57.02%

Figure 4.4 Cost breakdown vs Average holding time

Figure 4.5 Proportion of each cost as a percentage of the Total cost (TA+TB =35)
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4.2. Total Cost vs Average Holding Time
Figure 4.6 depicts the change in the total cost of using purchased pallet (𝐶𝑃,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ) and rental
pallet (𝐶𝑅,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ) with the increase in average holding time. When the average holding times
were low, 𝐶𝑅,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 was lower than 𝐶𝑃,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 . But as the average holding time increased, 𝐶𝑅,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
showed a much sharper increase until it finally overcame 𝐶𝑃,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 at 𝑇𝐴 + 𝑇𝐵 =51.8, which is the
“turning point”. Simply said, logistic managers should use rental pallet if the predicted average
holding times are lower than the turning point, and they should use purchased pallet if not. The
turning point will also shift with the change in other parameters, and we will study the effects
of a few of them in this research.

Figure 4.6 Total cost vs Average holding time
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4.3. Effect of Pallet Rental Fee on Turning Point
One of the major reasons against using rental pallet is the apparent high cost of rental fee.
Figure 4.7 depicts the effect of changing pallet rental fee (𝐶𝑅 ) on the turning point. Under the
otherwise same conditions, just a decrease of 𝐶𝑅 from 8 to 6, can make the turning point shift
from 𝑇𝐴 + 𝑇𝐵 =51.8 to 77.2.

Figure 4.7 Effect of change in pallet rental cost on turning point

Figure 4.8 shows the trend of turning points with the change in 𝐶𝑅 , varied from 3.0 to 12.0
yen. The area under the curve can be taken as the conditions preferring the use of rental pallet
and the area above the curve are the conditions favoring the use of purchased pallet. As pallet
pooling and renting pallets become more common, pallet rental fees are also predicted to
decrease.

Figure 4.8 Turning point vs Pallet rental fee (𝐶𝑅 )
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4.4. Effect of Pallet Purchasing Price and Service Life on Turning Point
Next, we analyzed the effects of changing pallet cost (𝑃𝐶𝑃 ). As pallet cost is calculated by
purchasing price and service life, their separate effects are found out. Figure 4.9 shows the
change in turning point when the service life is changed from 1095 days to 7300 days. As
shown in the graph, the service life has an exponential effect on the turning point though not
as much as pallet rental fee.

Figure 4.9 Turning point vs Service life

Figure 4.10 shows the change in turning point when the purchasing price is changed from
2000 yen to 12000 yen. As shown in the graph, the effect is almost proportional.

Figure 4.10 Turning point vs Purchasing price
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4.5. Effect of Transportation Cost on Turning Point
Finally, we observed the effect of changing transportation times (𝑇𝑡 ) and costs (𝐶𝑡 ). Figure
4.11 shows the change in the turning point when the distance between nodes A and B are
changed from 30 km to 60 km. The average holding time for turning point when the distance is
30 km is 51.8 days, which increased to 65.55 days when the distance is 60 km. This can be
explained by the fact that the transportation cost occupies a bigger proportion of the total cost
when using purchased pallet compared to when using rental pallets, as also explained by Figure
4.5. Figure 4.12 shows that the total cost using purchased pallet increased when the distance
was increased, but Figure 4.13 shows that the total cost when using rental pallet remained
almost the same even when the distance was increased.

Figure 4.11 Effect of change in transportation cost on turning point

Figure 4.12 Effect of change in transportation cost on total cost when using purchased pallet
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Figure 4.13 Effect of change in transportation cost on total cost when using rental pallet

This means the rental pallet services are more resilient against the increase in transportation
costs, due to further distances or the nation’s socioeconomy. It is expected that transportation
costs in Japan will rise in the future due to the lack of manpower and increase in fuel prices(30).
Figure 4.14 shows the trend of turning points with the change in distance between node A
and B, varied from 10 to 200 km. Similar to Figure 4.8, the graph divides the areas of conditions
favoring the use of rental pallet and the use of purchased pallet.

Figure 4.14 Turning Point vs Distance between node A and B
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5. Conclusions
Logistics has been the backbone of any nation’s development. Smarter and more efficient
logistic systems will become more and more essential with the change from society 4.0 to
society 5.0. Pallet pooling and renting services, which is a kind of sharing economy, will serve
as a foundation for a new era of logistics, especially when current issues discussed in this study
are solved. To contribute to this cause, this research aims to support companies to make
informed decisions regarding renting and purchasing pallets, and encourage them to introduce
more pallets into their workflow when they realize the lower initial cost but more benefits of
renting pallets.
The mathematical model developed in this research can compare the different costs related to
the usage of purchased pallet and rental pallet. The 3 different pairs of costs: pallet costs,
transportation costs and storage costs may show different trends under each condition, but the total
costs can be compared to find the turning point. The turning point can be a reference point for
logistic managers when choosing between purchased pallet and rental pallet. From the calculations,
it is found that for goods planned to have a long holding time, purchasing pallet is more costeffective. But for goods with a short holding time, using rental pallets has more profound benefits.
Logistic managers should also consider the effect each variable has on the total cost, especially
when that variable has potential to vary considerably in the near future. In this research, the effects
of pallet rental cost and transportation cost are thoroughly analyzed. The average holding time of
the turning point changes exponentially with the change in pallet rental cost. The transportation cost
has a bigger effect on the total cost when using purchased pallet but only a slight effect when using
rental pallet, which makes the latter more desirable in the future, as the transportation costs in Japan
are predicted to rise, due to the lack of manpower and increase in fuel prices.
The effects of pallet service life and purchasing price of purchased pallets are also analyzed. The
service life has an exponential effect on the turning point although not as much as pallet rental fee.
The purchasing price has a near proportional effect on the turning point.
More accurate comparison can be done by adding more types of costs related to the usage
of pallets to the model, such as cost of equipment used together with pallets, labor wages,
maintenance, disposal fees and so on.
In this study, practical values typical to the field are used but some are assumed. Further
analysis can be done more realistically by applying actual logistics data, and comparing with
the results from this model.
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